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Introduction

In the consumer goods market, the market size for food is the second
largest behind apparel, however online shopping accounted for only２．６４
% of the food market in２０１８（Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
２０２０：p.４９）.

The large food market size and low online purchase rate pose both
business opportunity and risk at the same time. The opportunity is the
potential of the online food market size that motivates providers to in-
vest in online channel development. And risk is the low food category
online purchase rate（２．６４%）compared to other categories like home
interior（２２．５１%）and apparel（１２．９６%）（Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry２０２０：p.４９）. The current paper is a mid-review of the In-
stitution’s Grant Project ２０１９ and briefly covers the initial research
question development and analysis and looks into options for further re-
search.

The current paper has four sections. The first section of the paper
starts with an overview of the online food purchase channel develop-
ment in Japan, where Rakuten has played an important role in develop-
ing the online retail market in general. The second section defines the
research questions based on an existing literature review. The third sec-
tion describes the data used for the analysis and the analysis results.
The final section of the paper reviews the analysis results in the wider
context and provides possible further research options.
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１．Online food retail channel development

A．Online food purchase service provider diversification
Although the online food purchase rate is still low compared to other

categories, the online market growth potential has led to service
provider diversification in recent years. Currently the businesses provid-
ing online food purchase services have their roots in the following four
areas.

The first ones are the pioneers in mail-order food delivery. The order-
ing method in the pre-internet period was paper or telephone based, af-
ter selecting products from paper-based weekly delivered catalogue.
This ordering method is still available. The Cooperative covers almost
all prefectures in Japan with their food delivery service.

The second ones are internet platform providers, namely internet
companies like Rakuten, that provide a platform for independent retail-
ers to sell their products online. In the initial stage, the internet platform
providers only provided the platform to retailers, but later ventures
with supermarket chains were started in order to be directly involved in
the food online purchase service.

The third ones are supermarket chains that have started an online
purchase and delivery service in addition to their regular store opera-
tions. Most of these supermarket chains have now formed alliances or
joint-ventures with the internet platform providers.

The fourth ones are new start-ups that are offering a novelty type of
service, and they have added an online food purchase option as an addi-
tion to their main service. For example, Cookpad started as an online
recipe site in ２００４ and became public listed company in ２００９. Their
main revenue is advertising income from the popular recipe site. In
２０１８, Cookpad started Cookpad-mart offering an online fresh food pur-
chase service with deliveries to a cool locker located at a convenient
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pick-up location.
An overview of food internet order service providers with examples is

provided in Table１. In the following sections we will describe food on-
line purchase service development at Rakuten and the supermarket
chain Seiyu.

B．Rakuten
A major shift in the online purchase channel development in general

was in １９９７ with the establishment of the Rakuten mall. Rakuten mall
offered a stable and reliable online purchase platform to retailers and
shoppers. For retailers, Rakuten mall provided an opportunity to show-
case their products online without being a technology expert, and the
retailers accepted Rakuten mall as it was easy to use and opened a new
sales channel to them. The shoppers accepted Rakuten mall because it

Table １ Food mail-order internet service providers adapted from
（Nishiyama & Kimoto,２０１９）

Main business Business Food mail-order internet service

１. Food mail-order
delivery

Cooperative Co-op deli; pal system

Oisix ra Daichi Oisix; Radish Boya

２. Internet platform
providers

Yahoo Dely; ASKUL & ItoYokado IYFresh

Rakuten Rakuten & Seiyu net-super

Amazon Amazon fresh

３. Supermarkets
and food retailers

Lawson Lawson fresh pick

Aeon Aeon net-super

Life Life NetShop

ItoYokado ItoYokado net-super

４. Start-ups

Cookpad Cookpad mart

Vegeo vegeco Vegery

Vivid garden Tae Choku
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offered them a reliable and stable shopping environment where prod-
ucts were guaranteed to arrive, shared comments from other shoppers
added confidence, and personal information was kept secure. It is impor-
tant to notice that once the shoppers registered to the site and got used
to the site layout, they could just keep browsing around for products
across different shops, because the shop layout is standard with only mi-
nor modifications allowed. The site gradually increased in popularity,
and Rakuten started adding purchase incentives like points with pur-
chases and additional services like the Travel site for online travel reser-
vations（Rakuten,２０２０）.

Internet archive（archive.org）WayBack Machine provides unique his-
torical data for site views captured for Rakuten mall URL“rakuten. co.
jp”. Figure１ shows historical views of the site that have been available
in the internet archive over the years. Site popularity development can
be seen from the height of the bars that show the number of historical
views available for the URL based on crawls to the site, which depend
on the site links, site changes, and so on as defined by different algo-
rithms（Leetaru,２０１６）.

The WayBack Machine historical site views allow a comparison of the
Rakuten mall top page for the years １９９９, ２００４, ２００９, and ２０１４. For the
initial years, the historical site views are limited, and the site views for

Figure １ Internet archive historical site views available for Rakuten
mall URL rakuten.co.jp（Wayback Machine,２０２０）
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１９９９ are available only for January, April, October, and November. As
Fall is the season with appeal for fresh foods, then the chosen site views
are for the end of August in２００４,２００９, and２０１４, and for October１９９９.

In １９９９, the top page focused on fashion, interior, and home electron-
ics; the food category was featured below these categories. In ２００４, the

“food, drinks and wine”category was shown in the top middle of the
front page, and the feature section had“regional foods for order”. In
２００９, the front page featured a banner for“gourmet order sets”, and the
food section was divided into four categories:１）food, sweets, meal deliv-
ery;２）water, soft-drinks;３）wine, beer, Western alcohol; ４）Japanese al-
cohol. In ２０１４, the front page featured a banner for“meal delivery half-
price items”, and the feature section promoted“seasonal autumn fresh
foods”. The frontpage views of the site and food category feature loca-
tion for each year is shown in Figure２.

The top-page for an online-store is the front window of the shop, and
the shop features in a central position a product or category that the
shoppers are expected to find interesting. From the shoppers’side, the
product or category that are most visited or searched for should be fea-
tured in the central visible position of the top-page. In that way the
shoppers can quickly find what they are looking for, or the shoppers
may notice a category that is currently trending. Easiness to find a cate-
gory and satisfaction with the categories promoted are important to en-
sure repeat visits to the site. In case of Rakuten, the food category fea-
ture and location change on the top-page shows that specialty and re-
gional foods, as well as meal delivery service, were gaining popularity in
２００４.

This Rakuten example illustrates the efforts of internet platform
providers to contribute to the food online market growth.

C．Seiyu Net-super
Seiyu was the first supermarket chain that started offering online pur-
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chase and delivery service for supermarket groceries in ２０００. Seiyu has
more than ３００ supermarkets. They are mostly located in the Tokyo
area but also in Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kansai and Kyushu. Initially, the or-
ders were picked at the store and delivered to shoppers in the store
service area. However, not all stores were used for filling internet or-
ders. As a result of limited area store coverage and limited store online
purchase service coverage, the Net-super service was only available in
limited areas in the vicinity of a Seiyu supermarket. The analysis by In-
tage in ２０１７, based on consumer panel data, showed that ８９% of all
Seiyu users were only using an actual Seiyu store, ５% were using only
Seiyu Net-super, and６% were using both net-super and an actual Seiyu
store. While only ６% of shoppers were using both Seiyu online and an
actual store, they contributed to １８% of total Seiyu sales. This was due
to higher annual purchase value（Makino,２０１８）. This data indicates that
the Net-super service provides additional convenience to the shoppers,
which may improve store loyalty.

In ２０１８, Rakuten and Seiyu（Rakuten News, ２０１８）opened a co-oper-
ated Rakuten-Seiyu Net-super that is available to all ９９ million Rakuten
members, offering２０，０００items that are available for order and delivery

２０１４

Figure ２ Rakuten mall top-page views１９９９,２００４,２００９,２０１４.（Wayback
Machine,２０２０）
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in １６ prefectures. This business venture shows the trend of internet
platform providers and grocery retailers combining efforts in the expec-
tation of a growing online food market. But it also means that traditional
grocery retailers have limited capability in developing online shopping
and marketing platforms.

２．Research question development

２．１ Consumer channel choice
Purchasing food online is a definitive purchase channel choice for the

shopper, and purchase channel decision making is part of shopping be-
haviour. Studies on consumer purchase channel choice can be catego-
rized into two types: for products and for services. The research about
purchase channel decision making in the context of a multi-channel set-
ting is scarce. This section refers to channel selection theory（２．１）in
the context of the service industry, and empirical studies（２．２）in the
context of the online food purchase category.

Gensler et al.（２０１２）developed an integrative model of consumers’
channel choice using data for the retail banking industry. Gensler et al.
say that channel utility determines the likelihood that a consumer
chooses a channel, and channel utility refers to channel attributes, expe-
rience, and spill over. Based on different authors, Gensler et al. identify
the following central channel attributes: quality, price, convenience, and
risk. They concluded that both channel utility and channel attributes
need to be considered simultaneously when analysing consumer channel
choice.

Ishii & Kikumori（２０１８）narrow the reasons related to online channel
selection into four categories. The first reason is related to the channel,
namely the purchase value and cognitive experience, ease of purchase,
and risk related to purchase. A second reason is related to product, say-
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ing that products with fixed parameters are easier to purchase online.
Examples are books and CDs. The third reason is related to the shop-
per’s situation regarding time and location, like the distance to the ac-
tual store or the time required to do the actual shopping. The fourth
reason is related to individual characteristics, like knowhow and experi-
ence in using the purchase channel.

Based on the previous research mentioned above, the important fac-
tors for online food purchase seem to be related to product and channel
attributes. The product attributes refer to items that are easier to pur-
chase online or that can be purchased only online. Channel attributes re-
fer to convenience, price, risk, perceived purchase value, and previous
experience with the channel. Perceived purchase value relates to satis-
faction with the available assortment and satisfaction with the service
experience.

As said earlier, the research about purchase channel selection in the
multi-channel context is scarce. For insight, the National Supermarket
Association of Japan has compiled a comparative overview of the merits
and demerits of online and actual store food purchasing（Table２）. On-
line ordering offers the benefits of avoiding crowded stores and saving
time on going to the actual store; these attributes relate to the store or
shopping conditions. For an actual store, the shopping pleasure is men-
tioned in the context of feelings about seasonal offers, selecting products,
and promotions; these are attributes related to the actual product.

２．２ Research questions
The research questions for the current, initial part of the project are

set in relation to shopper age and food categories.
A．Purchase rate by age group
How has the food category online purchase rate（as a percent of the

total annual food category purchase）developed over the years and
across different age groups？
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Table ２ Merits and de-merits of online and actual store food shopping
（The National Supermarket Association of Japan,２０１８: p.８５）

Online Actual store

Merits

Can order anywhere
Save time by not going to the
store
Can order２４hours
Can buy items that are not
available at store
Can avoid crowded stores
Can see comments left by
other buyers

Can have products immedi-
ately
Pleasure of shopping actual
products
Pleasure of shopping for sea-
sonal products
Pleasure of shopping for prod-
ucts on promotion
Can check the actual product
Can directly ask questions of
the store personnel

De-merits

Time difference from order to
delivery
Troublesome to actually re-
ceive the order
Pleasure of shopping is miss-
ing
Freshness, quality of order is
uncertain
Shipping fee
Member registration is trou-
blesome

Have to go to store
Store opening hours
Limited assortment
Same shopping time means
crowded store

Table ３ Percent who used online shopping by head of household age
group in２０１４.（Ministry of Internal Affairs,２０１５: p.１２）

Head of
household
age group

～２４
years

２５～
２９

３０～
３４

３５～
３９

４０～
４４

４５～
４９

５０～
５４

５５～
５９

６０～
６４

６５～
６９

７０～

% used on-
line shopping

３０．０ ３８．７ ４３．５ ４４．２ ４１．４ ３８．７ ３７．０ ３２．３ ２２．１ １５．８ ９．４
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The“White Paper ２０１５ on Information and Communications”（Minis-
try of Internal Affairs, ２０１５）shows by head of household age group the
percent who used online shopping in２０１４.

According to the report,４４．２% of３５―３９,４３．５% of３０―３４and４１．４% of
the ４０―４４ age groups have the highest online purchase rate（Table３）.
The online purchase rate was lower in younger and older age groups.

Although this report covers online shopping usage in general, the hy-
pothesis for our analysis is that the food online purchase rate is highest
for the ３０～３９ age group, followed by the ４０～４９ age group, and lowest
for the under３０s’age group.

B．Purchase rate by product category
Is the online purchase rate different for different product categories？

Previous research has shown that product attributes are important for
preferring online purchase for some categories, while the product attrib-
utes also tend to support actual store shopping.

In March２０１８, Nakamura（Nakamura, ２０１９）conducted an online sur-
vey regarding food online purchase behaviour. The survey had ５００ re-
spondents above the age of ２０who were selected based on two criteria:
１）food online purchase duration of more than one year; ２）food online
purchase frequency of at least once a month. According to the survey,
the highest online purchase rate was for the beverages category, the
second was for cereals, the third was for oil and condiments, and the
fourth was for alcohol. Although the subjects were restrictive and the
results should be modestly interpreted, based on that survey, the expec-
tation is that the online purchase channel is preferred for heavy and
bulky items.
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３．Analysis

３．１ Data overview
This analysis draws on Japan Statistics Bureau consumption data

from the National Survey of Family Income and Expenditure（Statistics
Bureau of Japan, ２０００, ２０１１, ２０１５a, ２０１５b）which is conducted after
every five years with the objective of identifying family income, house-
hold consumption, and assets.

For reference, the survey sample size in ２０１４ was５６，４００ households.
In particular, we used２＋ household（４７，４００samples in２０１４）consump-
tion data for the following years: １９９９, ２００４, ２００９, and ２０１４. The data
specifies the purchase channel as shown in Table４. However, the mail-
order online and mail-order“other”detail is available only for the years
２００４,２００９, and２０１４. For１９９９, only total mail-order data is available.

Table５ shows non-store purchase rate development for annual food
spending. The online purchase rate was ０．１４７% in ２００４ and ０．５８５% in
２０１４, a change of ＋０．４３８ppts, and the“other”mail-order purchase rate
change for the same period was ＋０．８５６ppts. The total mail order pur-
chase rate increased by１．２９４ppts（from１．２００in２００４to２．４９４ in２０１４）.
The online purchase rate increased ＋０．４３８ppts, but the“other”mail-or-
der purchase rate increased almost twice as much ＋０．８５６ppt.

In this analysis, we use data for the total mail-order and the online or-
der. This allows us to see the impact of the online order on the total
mail-order development as well. Meanwhile,２０１４is the most recent year
for which the data is available.

The age groups are defined by the age of the household head, and
this allows analysis in only three age groups: under３０,３０―３９, and４０―４９.
The older age groups are not in the scope of the current analysis.

The data allows analysis of online purchase rate development for total
food by product category. Some category details were added gradually,
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but for the main categories the definition is consistent across all four
survey periods.

Table ４ Purchase channels as per National Consumption Survey（Sta-
tistics Bureau,２０１５b）.

Purchase channel Description

Purchased
at store

１. Regular store
Retail outlets other than ２～６, like
private stores, kiosks, petrol station
stores.

２. Supermarket
Self-service retail stores selling gro-
ceries, clothing, etc.

３. Convenience store
Small size self-service stores opened
until late hours or ２４-hours, selling
mostly groceries

４. Department store

Retail stores selling apparel, food, and
a variety of products and with more
than５０salespeople servicing custom-
ers

５. Cooperative
A union formed based on members’
investments to create a purchasing
and selling group

６. Discount store, ware-
house type bulk pur-
chase store

Retail stores where all products are
sold at a discounted price, like drug-
stores,１００-yen stores.

Mail-order

７. Mail-order（online）
Products are purchased online（over
internet）

８. Mail-order（other）
Products are purchased via newspa-
per／magazine, radio, TV, catalogue,
mail, telephone

Other ９. Other
Stores other than above, like beauty
salon, open market, vending machine,
etc.
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３．２ Analysis
A．Purchase rate by age group
Table６ shows the mail-order purchase rate, and Table７ shows the

online purchase rate of total food purchase. Both tables show the pur-
chase rate development over the years for the three age groups. Again,
the age groups are defined by the age of the household head at the time
of the survey. The total mail-order purchase rate was quite similar for
all three age groups in １９９９, but by ２０１４ the mail-order purchase rate
was highest for the ４０―４９ age group. Online purchase rate in ２００４ was
lowest for under ３０s’（０．１６５%）. While the ３０―３９ and ４０―４９ age groups
already had slightly higher purchase rates in ２００４, and the purchase
rate growth by ２０１４ was almost １．５x higher than the under ３０s’. The
online purchase rate was highest for the３０―３９age group across all sur-
vey years. The mail order total purchase rate was highest for the４０―４９
age group in２０１４（２．０３７%）, and this group also had the highest growth
rate（＋１．６４２%）.

These results are as expected for the online purchase rate. The
higher purchase rate was for the ３０―３９ age group, followed by ４０―４９
age group. However, for total mail order, the ４０―４９ age group had the
highest purchase rate.

Table ５ ２＋ Household average annual food purchase rate（Statistics
Bureau, ２０００, ２０１１, ２０１５a, ２０１５b）. Purchase rate is defined as
annual food spending via mail-order channel ÷ total annual
spending.

Annual purchase rate（%） １９９９ ２００４ ２００９ ２０１４

Annual food spending １００ １００ １００ １００

Mail-order total ０．５３５ １．２００ １．１６３ ２．４９４

- online（over internet） NA ０．１４７ ０．３４６ ０．５８５

- other NA １．０５３ ０．８１７ １．９０９
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B．Purchase rate by product category
The available data is consistent for total food and for１３product cate-

gories across the four surveys. For １９９９, the total mail-order data is
available, and as of ２００４ and afterwards, the online and the other mail-
order data is available. Table８ shows the mail-order, the online, and the
other mail-order purchase rate, and the difference between ２００４ and
２０１４（２０１４ v ２００４ column）by category for four surveys. From the
Table５, we already know that the mail-order total purchase rate in-
creased by１．２９４ppts from ２００４ to ２０１４, while the online purchase rate
increased by ０．４３８ppts, and the other mail-order increased by ０．８５６
ppts.

We can see that the online purchase rate for several categories signifi-

Table ６ Mail-order purchase rate as a percent of total food purchases
by age group for２＋ households（Statistics Bureau,２０００,２０１１,
２０１５a, ２０１５b）. Calculated as annual mail-order purchase value
÷ annual food purchase value.

Mail order total purchase rate % １９９９ ２００４ ２００９ ２０１４ ２０１４v１９９９

under３０ ０．３４５ ０．７２６ ０．５２６ １．３２８ ＋０．９８３

３０―３９ ０．４３７ ０．９２９ １．０３２ １．９７３ ＋１．５３６

４０―４９ ０．３９５ １．０６０ ０．９０５ ２．０３７ ＋１．６４２

Table ７ Online purchase rate as a percent of total food purchases by
age group for ２＋ households（Statistics Bureau, ２０００, ２０１１,
２０１５a, ２０１５b）. Calculated as annual online purchase value ÷
annual food purchase value.

Online purchase rate % １９９９ ２００４ ２００９ ２０１４ ２０１４v２００４

under３０ NA ０．１６５ ０．２７３ ０．５５１ ＋０．３８６

３０―３９ NA ０．２２９ ０．４９７ ０．８９３ ＋０．６６４

４０―４９ NA ０．１８９ ０．４６１ ０．７８８ ＋０．５９９
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cantly increased from２００４to２０１４（marked bold in the table）. The bev-
erages category had the highest online purchase rate（２．０５３%）in２０１４.
Additionally, alcohol and oils, fats, and condiments categories had online
purchase rates above １% in ２０１４. Looking at the online purchase rate
growth from２００４to２０１４, fruits ＋０．７５２ppts, other cooked food ＋０．５６１

Table ８ Average２＋ household food category purchase rate（Statistics
Bureau, ２０００, ２０１１, ２０１５a, ２０１５b）. Calculated as annual cate-
gory mail-order（online）purchase value ÷ annual category to-
tal purchase value. Bold indicates categories growing ahead of
average.

Year １９９９ ２００４ ２００９ ２０１４ ２０１４v２００４

Purchase
rate %

Mail -
order

Mail -
order

Online Other
Mail -
order

Online Other
Mail -
order

Online Other
Mail -
order

Online Other

Food total ０．５３５ １．２００ ０．１４７ １．０５３ １．１６３ ０．３４６ ０．８１７ ２．４９４ ０．５８５ １．９０９ １．２９４ ０．４３８ ０．８５６

Cereals ０．５８１ １．００１ ０．１７２ ０．８２９ １．１６８ ０．４２３ ０．７４５ ２．４３３ ０．７２２ １．７１１ １．４３２ ０．５５０ ０．８８２

Fish,
Shellfish

０．４２３ ０．８９７ ０．１４１ ０．７５６ １．５３６ ０．４０６ １．１３ ２．８８３ ０．５８９ ２．２９４ １．９８６ ０．４４８ １．５３８

Meat ０．１９６ ０．４２０ ０．０７８ ０．３４２ ０．５３２ ０．２１３ ０．３１９ １．７７５ ０．３２８ １．４４７ １．３５５ ０．２５０ １．１０５

Dairy,
Eggs

０．１７４ ０．３８２ ０．０８８ ０．２９４ ０．４４１ ０．１８９ ０．２５２ ２．４６６ ０．４８１ １．９８５ ２．０８４ ０．３９３ １．６９１

Vegetables,
Seaweeds

０．４９１ ０．９７６ ０．０９８ ０．８７８ ０．９１３ ０．２６４ ０．６４９ ２．３８６ ０．５０４ １．８８２ １．４１ ０．４０６ １．００４

Fruits ０．８８７ １．８５６ ０．０９１ １．７６５ １．６４９ ０．３７ １．２７９ ３．２７９ ０．８４３ ２．４３６ １．４２３ ０．７５２ ０．６７１

Oils, Fats,
Condiments

０．８９６ １．９５３ ０．２６６ １．６８７ ２．０２６ ０．４２８ １．５９８ ３．７３８ １．０１７ ２．７２１ １．７８５ ０．７５１ １．０３４

Cakes,
Candies

０．４５８ ０．９０１ ０．２１７ ０．６８４ １．１６６ ０．４９３ ０．６７３ １．７２６ ０．５３８ １．１８８ ０．８２５ ０．３２１ ０．５０４

Cooked
Food

０．９９３ ３．２９０ ０．１３６ ３．１５４ １．７８２ ０．３９５ １．３８７ ４．０２ ０．５４５ ３．４７５ ０．７３ ０．４０９ ０．３２１

Cooked
main dish

０．２３１ ０．３４５ ０．０６３ ０．２８２ ０．５２７ ０．１２４ ０．４０３ １．１７ ０．２４５ ０．９２５ ０．８２５ ０．１８２ ０．６４３

Other
Cooked＊ １．５６１ ５．２３５ ０．１８４ ５．０５１ ２．６５６ ０．５８３ ２．０７３ ５．９２１ ０．７４５ ５．１７６ ０．６８６ ０．５６１ ０．１２５

Beverages ２．８８２ ４．２９１ ０．６９１ ３．６００ ４．４４４ １．１７１ ３．２７３ ５．８３５ ２．０５３ ３．７８２ １．５４４ １．３６２ ０．１８２

Alcohol ０．５５５ ０．８８３ ０．２９４ ０．５８９ １．２３４ ０．６８９ ０．５４５ ２．２５２ １．１５５ １．０９７ １．３６９ ０．８６１ ０．５０８

＊Other Cooked includes products like frozen foods, meal sets for dinner, soup or oden sets, other
cooked foods like cooked eel, hamburger, fritted vegetables（tempura）, etc.
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ppts, and cereals ＋０．５５０ppts have grown ahead of the average online
purchase rate（＋０．４３８ppts）.

The“other”mail order purchase rate increased by more than１．５ppts
from ２００４ to ２０１４ for two categories: fish and shellfish, and dairy and
eggs. The“other”mail order purchase rate was highest for“other
cooked”category in２０１４.

３．３ Overview of analysis results
A．Purchase rate by age group
Previous research has shown that experience with an online channel

is not always an important factor for online purchase rate development.
Rather, the middle age group tends to have a higher online purchase
rate compared to younger age groups.

Based on our analysis using household consumption survey data, the
online food purchase rate per se and purchase rate growth for the ３０―
３９and４０―４９age group has been higher than that of the under３０s’. The
younger age groups may be more accustomed to digital technology in
general, but regarding online food purchases, the digital knowhow seems
to be not the main contributing factor. This analysis result supports pre-
vious research.

As both, online and total mail-order purchase rates have been grow-
ing, the merits of non-store shopping seem to be influencing the chang-
ing shopping behaviour. These merits are mostly store related attrib-
utes, like time saved from going to the store, the location of the store,
avoiding crowded stores. While shopping at the actual store tends to be
related to the shopping pleasure, like shopping for seasonal products,
shopping for promotional products, selecting actual products（touch and
feel）.

B．Purchase rate by product category
Online purchase rate by product category in Table８ shows that bev-

erages, alcohol,“oils, fats, condiments”, fruits, other cooked food, and ce-
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reals have higher than average online purchase rates. This result is simi-
lar to Nakamura’s research（Nakamura,２０１９）about the online food pur-
chase rate by category. In the current analysis, we also find that fruits
and other cooked foods have high online purchase rates. Possible rea-
sons for that seem to be related to product attributes. For example,
there is a wider assortment at an online store compared to a local super-
market, an opportunity to buy items like fruits directly from the seller
with home delivery, and the convenience of home delivery of heavy
products like beverages.

４．Discussion and research options

Online food mail-order offers business opportunities with its large mar-
ket size potential, but the online order rate for the food category is still

Table ９ Possible reasons for high online purchase rate. Authors.

Category
Possible reasons for higher than average online pur-
chase rate

Beverages
Lower price on case purchase
Home delivery

Alcohol

Wider assortment than average supermarket
Can buy directly from producer
Online product description offers more／better infor-
mation compared to actual store

Oils, fats, condiments Wider assortment than average supermarket

Fruits Can buy directly from producer

Other cooked food
Can buy directly from producer （for example
cooked eel, frozen seafood）

Cereals
Wider assortment than average supermarket
Can buy directly from producer
Lower price on higher purchase volume
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low at ２%. Although the online food purchase rate is growing, the
growth rate is still behind that of other consumable categories. As new
providers are entering the food mail-order service, it is important to un-
derstand, who are the main users of online food purchase service, and
what motivates these shoppers to choose online ordering rather than
visiting the local store.

Current analysis shows that for ２＋ households, the ３０―３９ and ４０―４９
age groups’online purchase rate, as per cent of annual food spending, is
higher and growing when compared to that of the under３０s’age group.
The３０―３９and４０―４９groups are the consumer groups with high annual
food spending, indicating that with the right strategy these consumers
are willing to switch to online or other mail order purchase options.

However, for the food category, the other mail order purchase rate is
higher and has had higher growth compared to the online purchase rate.
Based on the current analysis, we also expect that in the future, the
combination of online and the other mail order purchase options is ex-
pected to contribute to non-store purchase rate development.

The online purchase rate analysis by category showed that categories
that tend to have a wider online assortment and products that can be
purchased directly from the seller have high online purchase rates. Ad-
ditionally, the convenience of home-delivery of heavy products, like bev-
erages, seems to be an important factor for a high online purchase rate.

Further understanding about the purchase channel selection for differ-
ent food categories is needed to unlock the food mail-order business po-
tential.
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